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PETER MILTON, ARTIST
by Kneeland Me Nulty
There are not many printmakers in the United States who make it on
their own—that is, who earn their livelihood solely by making prints. Most have
to supplement their income by other means. Until he was thirty-nine years old,
Peter Winslow Milton, painter turned printmaker, also taught and held his life
together with other jobs, never believing that he could have another choice,
since he was compelled by the conviction that art to succeed must not be
motivated by monetary concerns. The decision to devote his entire energies to
printmaking was a momentous one which he would not have faced without the
encouragement of his wife, Edith. His chronology briefly records his break with
caution: "1969 Move to Francestown, New Hampshire, having given up teaching
for a year. Converted barn hayloft becomes studio and escape is complete."
The above quotation, and many others that follow, are Milton’s replies to
a number of questions and observations that were put to him in the course of
producing this essay. We are fortunate that, though a reluctant writer, he is
responsible and witty despite his apology for being "a shamefully poor
correspondent." His description of his upbringing and training as an artist has
much dry humor which adds an upbeat to a rather negative assessment of his
formative years.
In replying to a query about those persons who had most affected his life
(which began on April 2, 1930, in Lower Merion, Pennsylvania) he points out a
few "biographical milestones" which give us a lively picture of the influential
people he recollects: "First, my grandmother (Julia ofJulia Passing, my mother’s
mother), who provided some genuine warmth in the chill of a desperately proper
family. She also provided the funds to send me to a private school after eight

X

grade, the point where my misery with school and things in general was making
it barely possible to pass from one year to the next. The new school (Darrow)
was a triumphant success and I graduated four years later tied for first, but
spared valedictorian duties which would have been my undoing. But what
personal contact do I single out there? Mostly, the crucial advantage the school
offered was getting me away from a sadly bleak family environment.
"After my stunning rehabilitation at Darrow School, my parents, with my
cheerful and naive complicity, sent me to Virginia Military Institute for four
years of Civil Engineering. The thought here was that the best career for an
artist was industrial design, and the best preparation, engineering. Aside from
family tradition, God knows what the function of the military part was to be, but
I suppose it was to deal once and for all with so unmanly a quality as artistic
temperament. But somehow the evil was not regimented or even hazed out of
me and, after two years, I successfully convinced my father that I belonged
elsewhere. The good influence here was a humanities teacher at the Institute, a
Colonel Diller, who helped me to switch from engineering into the humanities,
and helped me to see that my personal sensibilities were more than just a
regrettable embarrassment.
"After the idiotically inappropriate VMI, I picked up the Darrow threads
at Yale. Curiously, Darrow (and more to be expected, VMI) had no program, or
even interest, in art, so I had my first formal exposure to art at this point. There
really was no personality who opened the possibility of a life in art to me and
thus changed the course of my life. I had always had a facility at descriptive
drawing and a certain pictorial grasp which separated me from others, and my
moving in this direction was simply inevitable, almost destined. How I qualified
to enter a professional art school at that point is something of a mystery to me. I
applied with some four skimpy pencil renderings of several still lifes, a pencil

copy of an ArtzybashefF illustration of Rachmaninoff with whom I shared a
birthday and intense rhapsodic yearnings, and my father’s influence with a
Connecticut senator which led to my being accepted by a pre-Albers
administration."
From 1950 to 1954, Milton attended Yale University’s School of Art and
Architecture, where he was awarded a BFA degree. The years of formal training
at Yale, where both Josef Albers and Gabor Peterdi were strong personalities,
seem to have left little mark on Milton’s subsequent work. During that period,
Milton aspired to become a painter. Intimations of color blindness were not
formally confirmed until 1962, at which point he ceased painting and
concentrated on black-and-white prints, a discipline which he had rather scorned
at Yale.
A Yale University Traveling Fellowship grant followed graduation. It
provided for informal travel in Europe, mainly Italy and France; concentrating
on painting derivations of Cezanne, Milton included a very brief and fruitless
study of music in Paris.
Milton returned to New Haven "in an almost classical manner of near
garret starvation, giving my all to painting, until I had unclassically painted
myself into a corner, which led back to the classical response of psychotherapy,
for four years. I mention the psychotherapy not only because it was an
important influence, but because it shares with most of the other influences that
some quality of having its foremost value in its capacity to balance some other
negative influence, rather than in providing some charismatic positive in itself."
In the following ten years, his pattern of existence differed little from
many artists who look for some form of subsistence while trying, at the some
time, to find a place for their art in a world that is surfeited with talent but
without adequate outlets for it. His chronology shows that he lettered store sale

signs, sold Good Humor ice cream, became an assistant registrar at the Yale Art
Gallery, apprenticed as an art teacher at Hamden Hall (grades 2-7), and as an
art history lecturer at the University of Bridgeport.
In 1960, he returned to Yale as an assistant teacher in drawing. He
comments: "Painting now trying to be ‘action,’ muscular and generally macho.
Prints begin to attract me as the macho world of painting and the New York art
scene frustrates and dismays me. Print world seems less contaminated." His first
print, Summer Tree, was produced this year. It exists in only a few impressions, a
tentative effort.
From 1961 to 1968, he settled into the post of Instructor in Basic Design
and Drawing at the Maryland Institute in Baltimore. During this period, his
personal and professional life developed sustaining characteristics. He married
Edith Cohn, a writer, whose highly intellectual study and appreciation of
literature is coupled with a sense of humor which often leavens her husband’s
more mordant attitude. One senses her cheerily pragmatic intellect sustaining
the self-deprecating artist who feels embattled against negative forces.
The marriage produced two children, Jeremy in 1963 and Naomi in 1964,
apparently well-adjusted, self-sufficient beings. They appear often in their
father’s work, and like actors in Milton’s recollections of his own childhood, they
simultaneously evoke the present and the past. They sometimes appear as
reality contrasted to fantasy, like children in a dream. Their growing up process
is grist for their artist parent.
Prizes and awards, such as a Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation grant in
Graphics, in 1964, began to fulfill earlier aspirations and enrich Milton’s
professional life. In 1966, he received sixteen awards with Street Scene and
Garden alone. Such success emboldened the desire to "escape" to Francestown in
1969. The anxiety created by such a momentous decision, and the

determination to make it succeed, no doubt nurtured the success of The Jolly
Comer suite, which was begun at this time, to be published two years later.
The move to Francestown, intended as a one year trial, became an
enormous success. In 1970, Milton accepted his "last formal teaching post, as
instructor of graphics, Yale Summer School of Music and Art, at Norfolk." He
has been on his own since then.
The development of technical sophistication from Summer Tree of 1960 to
A Sky-Blue Life sixteen years later demonstrates the evolution of a printmaker
who is probably the most proficient etcher in the United States. Since
proficiency comes from dedication to an abiding interest, this side of Milton’s
character can be explained by the obvious stimulus with which the technical
aspect of printmaking provides him. "One of the prime pleasures available to the
printmaker is the complexity of the techniques themselves, for little is more
fascinating than to see a process, at first mechanical, suddenly yield an
unexpected result."
However, technical virtuosity does not a work of art make, no matter how
sophisticated the apparatus. Ideas, and how they appear in tangible form, are
experiences unique to each artist. His attitude toward creativity in general
comes out in his letters: "The creative process seems to have in me three phases.
First is a void. This beginning seems analogous not to approaching birth, but to
having already been born, and facing a void. My tendency seems to be an
experience of desolation and immensity too great to fill. It is probably at this
point we get a first, very exact clue for artistic motivation. In the second phase,
the void is gone and in its place is either a jungle of unrelated, senseless
confusion or a collection of unconnected material so diffuse in feeling as to be as
desolate as the original void. Many artists do not feel desolation at this point, I
understand, and enjoy, even cultivate, the jungle. I am afraid of it and see it as

meaningless disorder without purpose, an almost desperate problem to be solved.
So much for the notion of problem-solving as academic, or unemotional! The
third phase is one of seemingly endless trial and error. I never objectively know
how to make the piece feel right, only recognizing the feeling once it is there.
This means much experimenting with imagery and combinations. I feel the
piece as an organism which must be brought to life."
From the start, Milton has used and then refined the more unorthodox
printmaking techniques. Almost exclusively he has used lift-ground etching
versus more traditional soft- or hard-ground etching. With lift-ground, one has
more autographic control since drawing is done directly onto the copper or zinc
plate much as one draws directly onto a lithographic stone, the reverse image
appearing in the printed stage just as it was applied with the brush or pen..."
Kneeland Me Nulty, Prints by Peter Milton: An Exhibition of Prints from the
Collection of the Artist (Introduction and chronology copyright 1977 by
Impressions Workshop, Inc.), 4-6.

